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We addreu the problem of moving a collection of objects from one subsec of Z'" to IlDOlber at minimum cost. We show
that under fairty natural ndn p m()Vffl1enl ~mptioDS, if the origin and destination are far enough apart. then a near
optimal solution with special SUUCtUl'C: exists: Our U'Ijcctory from the origin to the destination *XtUCS almost aU of its
cost repeating at most '" difTeRDt panems 01 movement. Dircctioos for rdated researcb an identified..

C

onsider the problem of maneuvering a collection

as o ur game board. At eac h m ove, exactly o ne piece
is displaced . Suppose that a piece is situated at the
point x E Zl, and let e/ d enote the i th unit vector o f
Zl. If x + e, is u noccupied , th e piece ca n shift th ere;
similarly for x - e.. If x + e/ is occu pied, b ut x + 2e,
is not, then the piece ca n hop over the occupant of
x + e, to arrive at x + le.. where it may either remain
or hop ove r another adjacent piece, etc. (Similarly for
a hop ove r x - e; to x - 2e,.) A move consists either
of a shift or a jump (a seque nce of one or m ore hops
by a single piece) . Our objective is to transfer. in the
minimum number of moves, the pieces fro m some
co nfiguration near th e o rigin (0, 0) to a speci fied
desti nation (d, d) where d > 0 is large.
Wh ile th e above problem with more than fou r pieces
is not fully resolved (see below), several related problem s have known solutions which led ( 0 o ur m ore
general results. Fo r exa mple, in Belu r and Gold man
(1985), the abo ve problem with three pieces was
solved. Here, the prescribed origin configura tio n was
the " lower tria ngle" situated at the points (0, I) , (0, 0)
and ( 1,0). Our desti na tion co nfigu ration is the " upper
triangle" situated at the poi nts (d - I, d), (d. d), and
(d, d - I) for some prescribed positive d.
~ The solution is portrayed in Figure I, in which the
notation X -4 Y d en otes using p mo ves to reach
configuration Y from co nfiguration X. One point in
the configuration is labeled with its position in Zl and
the positio ns o f the remaining pieces, th ereby. are
aut omatically determined . The second and fifth configuration s are merely translates o f each othe r (in the
direction ( I, I)), a nd th e same sequence ofth ree moves

of objects from one co nfiguration to another at
minimum cost, subject to various rules for movem ent.

This optimal movement ofpieces scenario is suggestive
of applications in industrial robotics, milita ry logistics,
transportation science and (withi n a state-space setting) eco no mic deve lop me nt planning. In these contexts, it is easy to see bow. in some configurations, the
pieces might "get in each other's way," thus blocking
rapid progress toward the destination, while in other
configurations, the pieces' relative positions might be
mutually supportive in a way permitting excepticnatly
rapid further progress (leapfrogging). Although th e
enviro n men t th rou gh whi ch the movement occurs is
unl ikely to be strictly hom ogeneous, some sort o f local
hom ogeneity ma y well be a good approximation, and
the homogen eou s case seems a suitab ly ideal ized sta rtiog point for research into suc h problems. We will
deal with th e sim plest discrete homogeneous environment, na mely the integer-poin t latti ce Z'" in R"'. This
setti ng, it turns ou t, is already rich enough in structure
to yield interesting questio ns, results and suggestive
concepts.

In th is section, we consider a series of attractive
special cases arising fro m jumping problems and sliding problems. In every instance. the opti mal trajectories ha ve exhib ited a special repetitive stru cture. The
desi re to explain and generalize this co mmon feat ure
provoked th e investigati ons in th e sections tha t follow.
The first exa m ple we co nsider is a game that resembles Chinese chec kers. This solitaire puzzle is played
with a finite set o f indistinguishable pieces, using Zl
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fipre 1. Solution to the 3-pieee. 2-dimensionaI
j umping problem.

is used to reach the subsequent configurations. lbe
seque nce requires 3d - 1 moves and this was shown
to be minimum.

in the figure are merely translates of each other (by
two), a nd the same sequence o f three moves is used
to reach the subseq uent posi tions. The !nng jump in
each th ree-move sequence illustrates the leapfrogging
concept mentioned earlier.
Sim ilarly, co nsider a l-dimens ional sliding problem
with p indistinguishable pieces o n Z I. Here, a piece
situated at point x can mo ve to poi n t y in one move,
provided tha i y is unoccupied, and all points between
.x and y an: occupied. (Note that if y - x + I o r y x - I , then the move fro m x to y is simply a shift)
The piecesare o riginally situated at points la l < 01 <
.. . < a..1and we wisb to maneuver them to occupy
the points Ibl < b" < . . . < b,J in as few moves as
possible.
In Benjamin (1987), it was shewn that whe n h, ;lit
a", th e u nique solution to this problem is always to
move forward th e piece that is farthest back and no t
00 a destination point, The optimal sequence of
moves rcquires b.. - 0. - (p - I) moves, as in F1gW'e
3. Here IeaPfroggiDl is manifested withi n the long
slide, a one-move sequence.

The proof of the above minimality result (not presented here) in volved proj eding down to a sim ple
l-dim ensional probl em. sim ilar to o ne analyzed by
Castells and Gold man (1983). In the latter proble m.
we begin with p ~ 3 pieces o n Z l situated at points O.
1,1, .. . • p - I; usin& th e afon:mcotioncd rules for
jumping (restricted to o ne di mension), the objective
is to move these pieces to the poin t! d. d + I , d + 2.
. • " d + p - t in as few moves as possible. The
solution is presented in Figure 2. (Here weare assuming d ... 2p - I and that d + P is -odd. The solution
when d + p is even is similar.)
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Figure 3. Solution to a l-dimensional sliding
problem.

Returning to th e orignal 2-dimensio nal jum~ng
problem, it is 'WOrth noting that with 1 pieces, the
obvious traject ory from origin 1(0. O~ (I , 0)1 to destination Uti. d - 1). (d, d)l, prese nted in Figure 4, is
indeed opti mal. Notice that almost all of the time is
spen t in co nfigurations • • and : .
The solutio n to the analogous four piece problem
(an alyzed by- Auslander, Benjamin and Wilkenon
1988) m aneuvers the pieces into a very efficien t configuration, then repeatedly uses two moves to translate
that configuration in the direction O. 1) (see Figure
5) until we are close to (d, d); thea it maneu vers the
pieces to the destination . When d is large, the m aneutim e spent at the begin ning an d end is relati vely

venDI

n~ isihle.
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Figure 4. Solution to a z-pi ece, 2-dimensional jumping problem .
For the general p-pi ece 2-dimensional jum ping
problem (with p > 4), the following two solutions are
conjectured to be optimal. Th e first solution is to use
the afore mentioned optimal l-dimensional configuration to crawl along the y - 0 axis. then after turning
the corner. to crawl along the x = d axis in a similar
way. The other solution is to maneuver into a diagonal
configuration. and repeatedly use a three-move procedure (see Figure 6) to translate it in the direction
(I , I) until we are near (d, d ). (In Figure 6, the two
alternatives for the third co nfiguration correspond to
the different possible parities of p.)
All the preceding solutio ns share a co mmon feat ure.
When the distance betwee n th e origin and destination
(represented by the scalar d ) is sufficiently large. most
of th e cost (i.e., the number of m oves) is spent repeatedl y translating one or two co nfigurations (such as ••
and : in the two-pi ece jumping problem soluti on ).
This resembles the phenomenon that if one had to
efficiently drive a great distance (say from Baltim ore
to Los Angeles). one would spend most of the time
on (perhaps only one or two) high speed interstate
highways or turnpikes. (Strictly speaking, a tu rn pike
is a high speed high way where some to ll is charged. as
opposed to afreeway. We shall not make use oftbis
distinction.) Instances of this turn pike theme have .
been identified in the operations research literature.
making both theoretical and algorithmic contributions
toward solving knapsack problems (see Gilmore and
Gomory 1966 and Shapiro and Wagner 1967) and
Markov decision problems (see Shapiro 1968). The
theme has been somewhat more prominent in mathematical economics (see Cess 1966 and McKenzie
1986). In a similar spirit, we wish to identify and prove
turnpike theorems for general maneuvering problems.

a possible placement of th e pieces on Z", and th ere
exists an arc with weight c directed from node X to
node Y if it is possibl e to reacb Y fro m X in a single
mo ve with cost c. (In our earlier exam ples. each arc
has a unit cost.) Of co urse, unl ess we make some
add itional assumptions about our rul es for movem ent
(and hence. the associated graph), we cannot hope to
make any useful statements about the general problem . Toward that end. we first illustrate how th e
infinite configuration graph ma y be reducible to a
fi nite graph.
1.1. Connectivity and the Finiteness
of Configuration Space

Co nsider th e I-dimensional jumping problem with
designated origin (.1 = 1111, . . . • 11.. 1< (notation: 0" ) <
... < 0".. ) and destination 9 - I,h, . ..-, o..J<. with
01 jjlI 0"... For simplicity of the following proof, let us
furth er assum e that our pieces are o nly allowed to
move in the forward direction. For this problem, we
define a co nfiguratio n [x .. . . . , x,l<to be connected
if XI - X;_ I =$; 2 for i,.. 2, ..• , p. We define a trajectory
to be a sequence Xo • X I• . . . • X. of configuratio ns,
where co nfiguratio n X, ca n be reac hed from cc nfiguration %;_1 in o ne m ove. We say that a trajectory is
co nnected if all of its co nfiguratio ns are co nnected .
We shall always use the symbols ~ and 9 to represent
th e Origin and Destination co nfigura tio ns,. respectively.
Claim 1. In the above problem.

if cr is connected and

9 is connected, then there is a minimum length trajectoryfrom ('! to 9 which is connected.

Proof. We can obviously find a (generally. disconnected) bruteforce trajectory with length ~ (li; - 0"/ :
by repeatedly shifting the front piece from 11" to li"
then shifting the next piece on O"rl to lip-I. and so on
Since a feasible trajectory exists, a minimum lengtl
trajectory must exist. Let S be th e set of all minimun
length trajectories from 8 . to 9 . T o a void trivi al cases
we shall assume that p > I and the length of eac'
minimum trajectory to be n jjlI 2. We assert that ,
co ntains a connected trajectory.

'_1

1. ONE..QIMENSIONAL nJRNPIKE THEORY

The general problem of finding a minimum cost
sequence of moves from one subset of Z'" to another
can be viewed as a minimum cost path problem on
an infinite directed graph, where each node represents

Figure 5. Solution to the a-piece, z-dimeasion
jumping problem (intermediate phase).
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Filure 6. Conjectured solutio n to the p-pieee, 2~ensional jumping problem (intennediate phase).

Suppose, to the co ntrary, that no such co n nected
trajectory exists. Thus, every minimum length traiectory rontains a disconnected co nfiguration, For each
trajectory T E S, T - ((1" • X o, XI> . .. , X..-I> X• •
9') (where X. is the k th co nfiguration. reachable in
o ne move from X.t-I), let iT - min-.._.... li :X is
disco nnected) . Since (1" and 9 are co nnected. 1 'IIi iT
Ci n - 1, and the co nfiguration X lT- 1 - la h a l , •• • ,
a,,1< must ha ve bee n connected, and beca me disconnected after mo ving forward the piece located at, say,
positio n tlj. Defin e j T- i, and give Tthe label (iT ,i T).
Choose T" to be any trajectory with label (iT",iT") (i , j) where i T" - mllI n ,r liTI and iT" - mioTE$ liT:
ir » il. In other words. T" dela ys disconnecting until
the last possible mom ent., and does so with the rearmost piece possible, "with out loss of optimality. Let
r- ,. (t? • X: , Xr, . " , X:.... X: = 9' ). Thus,
X:" I - la lo . . . , a,l <is co nnected, but after moving
the piece On aJ forward, we reach X~ - ICI, • . . , c,I,
which is disconnected. Notice that since the piece on
aJ either shifted forward to I + aj o r j umped over a
piece on I + aJ' we must ha ve c. - a. for k = I, . . . ,
j - I and Cj'" I + aJ. It is c1earthat j # I and that the
only disconnecting gap created by this move must
exist between the pieces on Cj-I - aJ-1 and cJ (i.e., Cj CJ- I > 2). Thus, since 9' is connected and backward
movement is prohibited. we must eventually move
forward one of the pieces located on (4 for some k E
11,2, ... ,J - 11. Suppose that the next time we move
one of these pieces is on the tth move where t > i. Let
Xf-I - fbI ; . . . , b,) . (Now here is the key idea.) Since
bl - al , .. . ' bJ- , "" aJ-1 and bJ - b j-I ~ C) - a;- I > 2,
the piece situated at b. may not move beyond I + b)- I
because no piece occu pies 2 + bj _ l • Therefore, all
pieces situated beyond I + bJ- , are not relevant toward
executing this move. .Consequently, this same move
(tha t is, physicall y moving the piece o n a.. - bJr) could
have been executed just before the move i actually
made in T" rather than at move t. Since moves i +
I, . . • , t do not co nce rn the pieces on b l through
brio
would still reach tbesame configuration X,
after the tth m ove. Hence. we ha ve a new minimum
trajectory that post pones the offending i-th mo ve
a noth er tum. If this new i th move preserv es co n uec-

we

I

tivity, then we have oontradicted the definition of
i T" . If this move disconnects the configuratio n,
then we ha ve oon tradicted the definition of j T- since
k < j . Either way, we are provided with the desired
oontradiction.
What doessuch a claim do for us? It assures us that.
for this particular problem, we can restrict o ur attention to connected oo nfiguratio ns witho ut (asymptotic)
1033 of optimality. We can, therefore, fit each configuration in to a box of length 2p - I. If we. consider
two placements of our pieces to be equivalent, should
they look th e same when left justified in our box (that
is. they are translates of each other), then we have
reduced the number of possible different co nfigurations down to 2 ,...1 (iftbe tint piece is fixed at Zh then
Z,. I - I + %, or 2 + ZIt i - I, . . . , p - I ). a quantity
which Dot o nly is fin ite, but does not depend on the
distance between " and 9 . The usefulness of sucb a
bound wiU SOOn become apparent.
Before presenting our l-dimensional assumptions,
we clarify the concepts ofconfi guration and placement
and develop a useful notation. At each moment in
time {i.e., before each move) our pieces are arranged
in some co'lfigurar~on X, whose back piece is situated
at the positi on a E Zl. We will refer to (X, a) asa
placement of configuration X at th e .point a. For
example, Figure 7 illustrates the situation where p 3. X - •• • and a =- 4. Thus, in all that follows,
placement correspo nds to many of our earlier usages
of co'!frgurarion, and co'!frguralion to th e preceding
distinct co'lfiguration, that is, to equivalent classes of
placements. In this more discriminating terminology,
co nfiguration mat ches the intuitive notion of formation. while a placement is a placed corifiguration: Tbe
notation (X, a )...!.t. (Y, b) denot es moving from (X, a)
to ( Y, b) with cost c (e.g., in C moves). If no C is

x: ...
a · 4
Flpre 7. Configuration X and placement (X , a ).
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identified, it is assumed that c - I. (The choice of
representing the position by the back piece is a fairly
arbitrary o ne. The front piece, second piece, or 1ocaticn of its center of gravity also would be ecceptabte,
and in certain proofs, ma y be easier to work with. For
instan ce, if one piece has special properties, its'l ocation
may be a natura! position parameter.) We are ready
to state our l-di mensiona l movement assumptions,
which we abstract from the properties oftbe particular
case just discussed.

1.2. Rule.·for-Movement As.umptlon. OYer Z'
We are interested iD moving a collectioo of objects
(called pieces ) from one subset of Z · to another at
minimum <.U5t., subject to restrictions o n the allowable

moves. We assume our rues for movement obey the
fonawing assumptions, to be dscussed after their
statements.
l"inittDeSs. Wil.hout 10M of optimality, we can pre-

scribe a finite set W of allowable configuratio ns for our

pieces. From each configuration, there are a finit e
number of legal m oves available.
'l Ime HomOlicodll' For all (X, a ) e go )( Z I, th e leg:al
moves available from (X, 0 ) do not depend on our
particular moment in time.

to yield finiten ess, without . loss of opti mality.
Also, we m ay wish to weaken th e: without·loss-d_

optimality assum ptio n to wuhoia loss ofasymptotic
optimality, that is, the difference between the mini.
mum trajectory cost when restricted to our finite
configuratio n set and th e minimum (unrestricted)
cost is bounded above by a consta nt, which doe s not
depend on the distance between th e origin and the
destination.
• Even when time homogenei ty is not strictly present,
we can so metimes m odify if so that time bomogeneity is obeyed. For instance, suppose that o ur rules
involve periodic refueling or maintenance restnclions like "you cannot go more than II ... I time
units without maneuvering into some configurations in the set S, ~ s; i - I . . . n." Then one simply
multiplies th e number of configurations by n I'-l (II)
by as:scriating. with tach X E ~ the new configura.
tionsXt', ,~·,· ·,"I, 0 OIliiSj < I" i - I " . , . n, The legal
moves are precisely those of the fonowing form:
Supposing that X ...!.,. Y when time is not a consideration (e.g., at time 0), that J - lJ: Y E Sj I, and
that s} < Ij - I for all j It. J , then in o ur restricted
problem

xu.····...)....!.,. yui.....

~)

Cost Homogeneity. For an (X, 0) E W )( Z ·. the legal

if j EJ

moves avai.lable fcom (X, a ) do DOt depend on the
total cost accrued previously, in reaching (X. a ~

u j « J.

Space HO~De'tJ'. For all (X, a) E Wx Z· . the legal
m oves available from (X, 0 ), as wd.I as their costs, do
not depend on u, In terms of our notati on, this ~ys
that for any 0 , b,'t, 6 E Z·, and X, YE ~ (X, o)""!'"
(y, b) is legal if and only if(X, 0 + 6) ""!'" (Y, b + 6) is
legal

With i' redefined to be 1X"'····...):x e Wold, 0 0Ilii S/ <
our roles now obey the time hom ogeneity
assumption, In a similar way, one could accommodate restrictions ot tbe form : you cannot make more
than I, consecutive moves of type i,; - I" •• • n.
• Similarly, certain cost nonhomogeneiues can be
eccoremodated in the same way as time nonbomo-

Brute Feree Ability. There exist r > 0 andnonnegalive integral brute force constants Ie, : 6 ill rI such thai
o )...!ao. (Y, a -+
for all X . Y E it: l3 e 7.· and 6 ill r,
I) ;' legal.

geneities.
. • It would be desirable to weaken th e space-

ex,

Posttin Cycles. If (X, 0 ) --4 (X. a + 6) is legal. then

Cill O. 11"6 ~ O. then C> 0,

Remark.
• For some rules for movement, the finiteness property isexp/icil-for instance, if the rules themselves
actually list a finite number of legal configurations
or require some son or conneatvuv or compactness
offormation. It is desirable, as in Claim I, to derive
useful suflic:ient co nditions for our rules implicitly

t,l

homogeneity assumptio n to allow for boundaries
o n (or oostades in) an oth erwise homogeneous
environ ment,

~

I

• By space ho mogeneity. to verify Brute Force Ability
it sufIicts to show that (X, 0) .... ( Y, I) ;, legal.
J
• We could allow the arc costs to be ooni ategra1. and
all subsequent theorems would foUow, provided that
we reinterpret the notatioo (X. a) ~ (Y, a + 6) in
the brule: force assumption to mean thai we could
maneuver from placement (X, a) to placement
(Y, a + 6) with cost. nOl. exceeding c,.
• The nonnegativity of r (as in radius of maneuver) in
th e brute fora: assumption means that the existence
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of any legal backward moves is not guaranteed, so
that our destination had better be in the forward
direction. A stronger assumption implying ..there
exists c such that (X, a) ....4. (Y, a) is legal," would
exclude situations like the one previ ously analyzed
where backward m ovem ent was not allowed. (There
would be no way to reach ( Y, I) from (X, I) with
Y - •• • and X :. • • ", while o ne could -reach
(y, 2) from (X, I ).) We ca n often assume, without
loss of optimality, that for any X E 1Y, a E Z I,
(X, a) ~ (X, a) is legal.
.
,
• The positive cycle assumption is needed to ensure
that we cannot make arbitrari.ly long progress without accu m ulating positive cost. Th e name, posinve
cycles, will be clear when we introduce thei'-Graph.
1.3. The i"-Gra ph (l·Dimenolonal)
If our rules for movement obey the aforementioned
assumptions, we can conveniently represent our problem in terms of th e following Configuration Graph
(abbreviated i'-Graph). Our i'-Graph consists of a
vertex-set (or node-set) 'r co nsisting of the ( finite
number 00 allowable configurations, and a weighted
arc (or directed edge) set E, where an arc exists from
node X to node Y with cost c and progress 8 if and
only if (X, a ) -4 (Y, a + 8) is a legal move for som e
a E Z· (and ben ce, for all a E ZI, by space homogeneity). In terms of our graph, the arc in Figure 8
represents the ability to mo ve from pla cement (X, a )
to (Y, a + 8) at cost c in a single move, for any
a E Z I. As before, if no c is present, then a cost of
I is assum ed. If no 8 is present, then a progress of
zero is assumed. Without loss of generality, we shall
usually assume that a zero-progress, unit cost arc exists
from every node to itself (to accommodate the brute
force assumption).
Cons ider th e l-dimensional forward m ovin g jumping problem analyzed at the beginning of this sectio n,
specialized to the situation where we bave o nly p - 3
pieces. By the co nnecti vity result, we need only consider four differen t co nfigurations, namely
A

•• •

o

A
1

o

o

1

C 'F----"----;,

B

2a7

o

1

D

0

Figure 9. ''i'-Graph for the 3-pieee, l-dimensional
jumping problem .

From th e W-Graph., we see that th e brute force assumption is indeed valid with r :. 2 and c. = 28 + 2, as
(X, 0)

-4 (A,

2)

-4. (A,

5) ..l., . .. 2. (A, 8) 2. (Y,. 8).

..J.. (C,

2) .i, (A, 3)

2. (A, 4)

Notice that (X, O)"'!" (A, 2) and (A , 8) 2. ( Y. 8) art
possible for all X and Y (using the loops around X o r
Y, if necessary).
Define a walk o n a graph to be an alternating
sequence of vertices and arcs ( Vl' e., til, • • • , e,,_ I, u..)
where e, is an arc connecting VI toV/+I . When the
context is clear, we will omit mentioning the arcs. A
walk is closed if VI ... U", A closed walk is called a cycle
(or circuit or dicycie o r simple cycle) if tilt • • • , V. _I
art all distinct. For a W-Grapb, we define th e (lora/)
progress of a walk to be th e sum of th e (progress)
weights of the arcs of the walk. where eac h weight is
counted as many times as the associated arc is used
in the walk. Similarly, we can define the (total) cost
of a walk. (When all arcs have unit cost, this is
simply n - I, the number of arcs in the walk counting
repetitions.)
.
The original probl em is to reach (9, d ) from (t.f: 0)
'o'{ith minimum cost, subject to our rul es for m ovement. This is eq uivalent 10 finding a minimum cost
walk from node ~ to node 9" with total progress

exactly d.

B

C
D
The co rrespo ndi ng i'-Graph appears in Figure 9.

Figure 8. An arc in our e -Graph.

Notice that a closed walk (and, in particular, a cycle)
beginning and ending at node X , with total progress 6
and total cost Co represents the translation of pieces at
(X, a) to (X, a + 8) with cost c for so me arbitrary
a E Z l. Define th e speed (or average speed or efficiency) of a cycle to be its total progress divided by its
total cost. ]0 our o ne-dimensio nal setting, a turnpike
cortfiguration X is one that lies on a maximum speed
cycle of the ~-Graph. Recall the definition of r in the
brute force assumption.
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Theorem 1. (l-Dlmtnsional Turnpike Theorem).
Consider the task ofmoving a collection ofpieces over
Z l from (.:1; 0) to (9, ti ) ar minimum cest. If the rules
for moveme1lI obty tN previously staled assumptions,
and d ... 2r, then there exists a turnpike traj ectory of
th e jollo wing form: Maneu v#!, the p ieces from (6, 0)
into so me turnpike configu rat ion, T. R epeatedly translate this C01Jfzguration lUfliJ )QU are dose to (9, d).
Th en maneu ver the pieces to (!I, d). Fun hnmote, the
difference between the cost of th is trajectory and the
cost of an optima/ trajectory from t1 to 9 is bounded
abo,,#! by a constant 'Juzl does lint d~ on d.
Proof. In terms of o ur W-Graph, the theorem (loosely)
saysthat we can find a near minimum cost walk from
t1 to 9 with total progress d, which spends m ost of
its cost repeatedly traversiDll some ODe cycle of the
W-Grapb.
Let C by a cycle of our if-Gra ph with maximum
average speed S "'" plq (p > 0 is the total progress of
C; q > 0 is the total cost of C. Note tha t the finiteness,
brute force and positive cycle assumptions imply the
existence fL such a cycle). Lei T be an arbitrary node

of C, and conside r the following traj ectory

(6. 0) ~ (T. r) -'+ (T, r + p) -4. (T. r+ 2p )

J. ... -'+ (T, r + xp) ~ (9; d)
where

x "" L(d - 2r)/pJ and 6

t=

+ xp). The
... c,..+ 4 +

d - (,

cost of this trajectory is c,. + xq + 4
(d - 2, )/s. This is our turnpike trajectory, which
translates the configuration T(le., traverses cycle C)
x times. Notice that' ... 6 .. r + p - I, which does not

depend 0 . d.
Let (If, 0) ..::. (2, d ) be a minimum cost trajectory
and consider th e trajectory (If, 0 ) ~ (9, -d) ...z.
(If, d + ,). This represents a closed walle ( from t1 to
6) along our tr..Qra ph with total progress d + , and
total cost c· + c.,.
We can decompose tbe aces of any closed walk into
cycles. That is, if the cycl es of our W~ph are
C I , • • • , C. , we ca n find nonnegative integen XI ,
.. . • x. sueb that if we traverse cycle C, X, times; t =
I , . . . , n. then every arc will be traversed exactly as
many times as in the closed walk.. (This can be proven
by induction on the number of arcs (repetitions
co un ted ) o f the walk as follows. If the closed walk U
itself a cycle. we are done. Otherwise, it contai ns -a
node v that is visited twice (if the only such node is
the first node, then it is re-visited before the end).
Hence, our wall: con tains an in1c1lla1 c:losed walk
which, inductively is decomposable into cycles. After
removing this subwalk from our walk, the remainin~
wa.l.k remains closed, and this too, by induction, can

be decomposed into cycles. Thus, we ha ve decomposed our original walk into cyc tes.)
Thus, if ou r dosed walk (after decomposition) traverses cycle C, exactly ~ times, and C, has total
progress Pi and total cost q, > 0 (d. th e positive cycle
assu mption), then o ur total progress is

d +r"

"

L p.x.:
,-,

Our total cost is

c· +~. -

•

L

'-1

qx,

and so ou r average speed is
d +r
c· + c,

-- -

L :"I PiX,

L:", q i X f 0<,

where th e inequality follows from Pi ..

sq,. Therefore

c· ;;;. (d + r)/s - c.: Since the cost of our turnpike
trajectory is at m ost C. + 4 + (d - 2' )/ 1 it follows that
d +t

d - 2,

- - -c. .. c·
s

~-

s

+ c.+ c,.

(I )

Thus, the difference between the cost of our turnpike
traj ectory and an o ptim al trajectory is a1 m ost

d - 2r

,

c, + 4 + - - - c·

(

d-U) (d+r )

.. c. + c, + - , - - - ,- - c,
3r

-2c. +4-s

with a bound (since ~ .. ,
depend o n d.

+P

-

I) that does no

The preceding resun is a nalCJSOUS to tbeorems give-

by Chretienne ( 19 84), with nonconstructive proofs i
the manner of Gilmore and Gomory, which impl
th ai a " maxim um valued" walk from t1 to 9 wit
pI<l@;Jessd necessarilyspendsmostof its time travelic
turnpike.cycles as d gets large. Those theorems wei
not extended to higher dimensions.
Note that we have shown the difference in cost 1
the optimal trajectory and our turnpike trajectOi
to be boundod by • co nstant which becomes rei
lively negligible as d gets large. That is, we have I
Equation I

~ ;;s -1.
Thus., c· =:: dis for large d .
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1.4. Examples
Returning to the W-G rapb for the three piece , I·
dimension al jumping problem (see Figure. 9), we
notice that it contains seven simple cycles, excluding
the four zero-progress loops (see Table I). Cycles ABC '
and BCD' denote cycles ABC and BCD where the
zero-progress arc from B to C is used instead of the
unit-progress arc.
The cycle s ABC and BCD are turnpike cycles, with
maximum speed 213. Thus, ifwe let ABC play the role
of our turnpike cycle with p = 2 and q = 3 and let B
be our entering turnpike configuration within BCD,
then our turnpike trajectory, from origin (A, 0) to
destination (D, 99), is
(A, 0) ~ (B, 2) ~ (B, 4)

.z, . . . .z, (D, 94)

.z, (B, 6)

~ (B,

.z, (B,

2) .z, (B, 4)

.z, .. . ~ (B, 9 8) ~ (C, 99) 4

(D, 99).

The trajectory is optimal because if we could maneuver from (A, 0) to (D, 99) at a cost c '" 149, then the
closed walk (A, 0) -4 (D , 99) ~ (B, 100) .i, (A, 101)
would have a progress/cost ratio of 101 /(c + 2) ~
101/1' 1> 2/3, which is impossible by Table I.
As another example, consider the previous problem
with a distinguished piece. The same rules apply, but
now only th e distinguished piece is allowed to perform
a double jump. Here we have 4 x 3 = 12 nodes Xl ,
X2, X3 depicting whether the distinguished piece is
in front, middle, or back, respectively, in the configuration X E ' lA, B, C, DI. In the corresponding
~..Qraph (see Figure 10), the dotted lines denote arcs
with progress 0, solid lines denote arcs with progress
I, and all arcs have a cost of 1. We can prove that the

, , A2 r.;;;=;:;:::;?~4:;'l~!__,/
\

I

,

, I

I

,I,,
,

CI
>2
--- - ---'-- - -- -

03

Figure 10. %'-G raph for a a-ptece, I-dimensional
jumping problem with a distinguished
piece (loops omitted).

maximum cycle speed is "h as follows . First, we prove
that all cycles that do not use the arc from ' B 3 to C I
(corresponding to performing the double jump) have
speed at most 'h, We see this by removing the arc
from B3 to Cl and projecting to the W-G raph in
Figure II. Here we have a solid (dotted) line from
node X to node Y if th ere exists a Solid (dotted) line
from X, to Yj for some i.], Notice that the only simple
cycle utilizing two consecutive solid lines is cycle
ACDB, with speed V2. All other cycles must follow
solid 'arc with a dotted arc and therefore have speed
at most 112 in this graph, and consequently, in the
original graph as well. Thus, any cycle with speed
greater than V2 must use the solid arc from B 3 to C I
in the original graph. By branching from C I, we see
that the minimum length path from C 1 to B 3 is of
length 6, which by the preceding argument cannot
have more dotted lines than solid. Hence, the speed
of the cycle is at most (1 + x /2) /(1 + x),x ~ 6, hence,
at most V7. This is attained by the cycle C 1 - A I -

a

C2-A2-B2-A3-B3.
As a less obvious example, consider the knapsacktype problem
minimize

Table I
Speeds

\

BI

96) ...;. (D, 99)

with a cost of 6 + 3(47) + 8 = 1.55. To illustrate the
merely asymptotic nature of the optimality provided
by such a trajectory, we observe the lesser length,
ISO = I + 49(3) + I + I, attained (via cycle BCD) by
(A, 0) .i, (B, 0)

- ------- - -

AI
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L" JjXj
j -I

of Cycles of the Three-Piece
Jumping Problem

Cycle

AD

ABC
ABC'

AC

ACDB

BCD

BCD'

subject to
Speed

"

'If.
Ih

"

V.
lJl
VJ

X;

L

j-'

h;xj = d

nonnegative integer

where we assume hI = I to ensure feasibility, and
that Jj, h; > 0 for all i. Suppose further that for all j
(hj/Jj os; h"IJ,,). Then we can construct the single node
'cf-Graph with n (loop) arcs, where arc j bas progress
h;and costJj. The problem then is to find a minimum
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2. HIGHER.oIMENSIONAL TURNPIKE THEORY

FiKure II . A projected problem.

cost walk: from (X , 0) to (X, d~ (No te that hi "" I
easily gives us our brute fo rce condition.)Our turnpike
traj ectory then spends m ost or its 00'S1 alOrll the minimum cycle from X to X alon g the nt h arc. This
corresponds to the feasible solutlon
,
'
x" .,. ldlh..J. XI - d - ·II"Ldlh..J,

The preceding theory exteIKb rather nicely to higher
dimensions. When maneuvering our pieces o f Z.., we
make the following adjustme nts. (X, a ) ~ ( Y, i )
denotes moving from configuration X placed at !
a E Z'" to con figuration Yplaced at i E Z '" with cost
c E Z l. Mort specifically, we shall assume that
• ct (al , . . " a... ) 800 kt (X, a ) denote that placement
or X such that a/ is th e m inimum ith coordinate
among all pieces in X. (Fo r an example, see Figure
13.) As in the l-dimensional case, other measures o f
loca tion such as maximum coordi na tes, the loca tion I
of some distinguishable piece, or the center o f gravity . I
will also work, and may be mo re natural for c:er- '
lai n p roblem s. (The last Quantity belongs to the set
(I !p)Z'" where p is the num ber of pieces.)

Xj -o, jytll,n
which is n~)" optimal for d sulftciently large. (This
is essentially the result of Gilmore and Gomory.)
T o make th e correspondence exp.icil, observe that
the above integer program can be repeeseuted by a
sim ple one p iece, c e e-dimeesi oeal problem in which
our piece must m ove from 0 to d at minimum cost,
and the j th of the n legal moves available from any
configuration propels th e p iece forward hj units at a
cOst OfJj.
A5 a lnst exa mple, consider the NP~ptplete partitio n problem (Ciare). and Johnson 1978): Given a
finite multiset A. - fal, . . . , aNI of positive integers,
does there exist a subset A ' ~ A such that 1:.."" a l: .-.-A· a 1 (We ass ume that 1:1:.. a; is evee.) The
prOblem ca D be transf"onned into a one-di mensional
ir-Graph problem , namely, "Does then: exist a walk:
from nod e 0 to nod e N in the W-Graph in Figure 12
with total progress IZ, I ad 2 and total ·COSt IIlii N1 "
This tra nsformation is used in Benjamin (1989) to
show thai. the d ecision probl em associa ted with 'i'Graphs is NP-complete.

x = ••••
,.,
Firure 13. Co nfrguration X and placem ent ( X• .a).
2. 1. Rutes-'or-MoYefTtent Assumptions Ov.- Z·

We are int erested in moving a collection or objects
from UDe subset of Z'" to another at minimum cost.
5\lbject to certain restrictions o n th e demer.Jary movemeats. We assume ou r rul es for movement obey th e
following assumptio ns.
Flniteon;s. Without loss of optimality, we can Petscribe a finit e set i" of allowabl e configura tions for o ur
pieces. From each con figuratio n, there are a finite
number o f )egal moves available.
TIme, Cost an d Space Homog'lOelty. For all (X, a ) E
~ )( Z... the costs and legal mo ves available from
(X. a ) depend o nly on X. That is, for aU X, Y E i';
cE Z , and .. i, ' E Z- , we ha ve that (X , a ) -4 ( Y, i )
is legal if and only if (X , a + 6)-4 (Y,' +- 6) is legal .

Brute Force Ability. There exist nonnegati ve in tegral
brute force constants 141 ~ch that for all X, Y E E,
and a, , E Z"', (X, a ) ~ (Y, • + 0) is legal. In
particular, (X, oj ..:;. ( Y, . j is legal .
P ositive Cycles. lf (X. a ) ~ (X, i) is legal, then
l'lgure 11. A " -Gra ph Ior the partition probl em.

c ... O. l f . ;II'I i , then c > O.
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The remarks following the l-dimensional assumptions remain valid. We are assuming that our desired
destination from (d, 0) is {9}, db) where 5i! E ~ d is a
large positive integer and b ~ O. If b "f 0, then we can
-re-coordinatize" without loss ofgenerality. Notice
that here we are using a stronger brute force assumption than in the one-dimensional version. We shall
say more about this after the proof of the next
theorem.
2.2. The 'i'~Graph (m-Dlmenslonal Version)

The 'i'..Qraph for the m-dimensional problem is similar to the l-dimensional '6'-Graph. Here, an arc is
present from node X to node Y, with cost c E Zl and
progress 0 E Z"', if and only if in a single move, we
can move from configuration (X, a) to (Y, a + 0) at
cost c for any a E Z l. As before, if no c is present,
then a cost of 1 is assumed. We shall usually assume
that a zero-progress, unit cost arc exists from every
node to itself, to accommodate the brute force
assumption.
Also, as before, a closed walk from node X to X
represents a translation of configuration X, with total
progress and total cost defined, respectively, as the
sum of th e walk-arcs' cost weights and the (vector)
sum of their progress weights. Determining a minimum cost trajectory from (8; 0) to (9; db), d> 0,
b ~ 0 is equivalent to finding a minimum cost walk
in our 'i'-Graph from node d to node 9 with total
progress db. If d = sg, the walk is closed.
Theorem 2 (m-Dimensional Turnpike Theorem). Consider the problem ofmoving a collection ofpieces over
Z'"from (8; 0) to (9, db) at minimum cost. Ifthe rules
for movement obey the previously stated assumptions,
then there exists a turnpike trajectory ofthe following
form. Letting d = To, proceed as follows. For i = 0,
.. . , m - I, brute force maneuver from configuration
T; to an appropriate configuration TI+ I , then repeatedly
translate Tl+ l XI+I times, XI+I an appropriate rwnnegative integer. Then, bruteforce maneuverfrom T", to
9: Furthermore, the difference between'the cost ofthis
trajectory and that ofan optimal trajectory is bounded
above by a constant that does not depend on d or b.

Proof. In terms of our 'If-G raph, the theorem states
that we can find a near minimum cost walk from d
to 5i! with total progress db which spends most of its
cost repeatedly traversing m particular cycles of the
%'-Graph.
Suppose that the cycles of our 'if-Graph are n cycles
C ', . . . ,
where for i = 1, . . . , n, cycle C I has total
progress al E Z'" and total cost c' > 0 (not to be
confused with our brute force constants c,).

en,
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Let A denote the m x n matrix with ith column ai,
i = I , ... , n. We now use the brute force assumption
to prove that A has full row rank, as follows. Consider
any X E ~ and any vector l' E Z"'. By the brute force
assumption there is a closed. walk from (X, 0) to
(X, l'). As shown while proving Theorem I, this closed
walk can be decomposed into cycles. Therefore. l' can
be expressed as a (nonnegative integral) linear combination of al, ... , an, i = I , . . .• n. Hence, any
integral vector v can be expressed as a nonnegative
integral combination of some of the 8 /'S. Thus, A has
full row rank.
LetM = m3X;J I aiJI and let e T = (I, . •• , I) E Z "'.
For any linearly independent set of m column vectors
lai" . . • , al,.I, we can express db as a linear combination of these vectors in precisely one way (namely
as db = Li-, alJx) where x ) = (B -Idb») E Q where alJ
is the jth column of B) . If x = (Xl , .•. , X",) is
nonnegative, we say that the basis B = 181" . .. ,-al..l
is feasible, and has a total cost

•

•

j- I

)_ 1

L CIJXj = L

cIJ {B ~l d b)j

IS

c'[;B- ldb.

Since (d, 0) ~ (19; db) is legal and decomposable
into cycles, A must contain at least one feasible basis.
The number of feasible bases is finite; assume for ease
of notation that lal, . . . , a",1 is a feasible basis with a
minimum total cost dc '[;B- I b where B = [aI' . . . , a",]
and c'[; = (c', . . . , c"). Let XI = (dB -lb); E Q+. Let
T1 be an arbitrary configuration node on cycle
C', i = I, . .. , m. Then our turnpike trajectory can be
constructed as
Go
--4>

(8; 0)

Go

-+

c' l x, J

(Tl • 0) _

(Tit LXIJal)

"'Lx.) (T

(T2 , LXlJ81) -

2,

Lxllal

( H .)
(r.. ,-,,L' )

~ .. . ~ TI, .L Lx)Ja}
•

_

<'I x,)

J- l

Lx}la}

where

•

0= db -

L

j-,

~ db - db

Lx}la}

•

•

j- I

j - I

+ L ajh ~ L (a}h)

+ LX2 Ja2)
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and Jj - xJ mod I, 0 ... Jj < I. Consequently,
-mMe ~ 6 ... mMe, and since 16 e Z- : 16 1. '"
mM e] is a finite set, 4 is bounded above by a co nstant
l that does not depend o n d o r b. Th e total cost of
this traj ectory is
TPCOST - me.

... me.

+

+

•

,-,:E c1l x;J + c.
(2)

Notice: th at by construction, x ... (Xl, ... , x.V is a
(basic feasible) opti mal solution to the linear program

•

u· - min
•

:E tl XI
I -I

A x - d b, x >

subject to

o.

(3)

On the other band, consider some trajectory (tr, 0 )
-4 (9 , db) with m inimum cost C· . Since the trajecto ry
(tr, 0) ~ (9, d b) ~ (tr, db ) is a closed walk o n our
W..QIaph. it ca n be decomposed into cycles. Thus,
db ... l:i-I a,Yi for some nonnegative integers YJt
j - I , . . . , n. It follows that

•

c· +e.> min L CJXj

j-'

Ax -db

•

L cJ Xj-

U·

J- '

subiect to A x - d b
x __

which does not depend o n d or b.
By analogy to th e l-dimensional turn pike th eorem,
we can proceed to prove a similar theor em using a 1
weaker brute force assumption. First, we point out
that th e apparent weakening, "There exist r ;;;. 0 a nd
nonnegative brute force:co nstants lei: t ... r l such th at
for all X, Y e W and a E Z- (X, a )~ ( Y, . + 6) is '
legal whenever 161 ... r," is actually equivalent to the :
current assumption, since for any X. Y E ~ a, 6 E Z "
with 161 <
) ~ ( Y. a + (l + r/ 1 6 1 )6 ) ~ ,
(Y, a + 6) is lega1, where 1- 16 1 + r.
However, if we assume that b > 0, then we can j
prove the previo us theorem under a genuinely weaker I
brute force assum ptio n, namely: Th ere exist r ;ao
and nonnegative brute fora: co nsta nts le.: 6 __ r ], such '
that for all X . Y E W, a E Z'" a nd 6 ... r, (X, a ) ~ .
( Y, a + 0) is legal. This is analogou s to the one- .
dimensional brute force assumptio n, and is motivated
by the desire to include rules for movem ent where we
are restricted to move only in forward directions.

rex.•

Theorem 3. When b > 0, Theorem 2 U true undertne
weaker brule force tummptiOfl above. when d is sufficiently large.
Proof. As before. let the cycles of our e -Grapb be C I •
... • C·, where for i = I• . . .• It, cycle C 1 has total
progress a, E Z- and total cost c'> 0, and letA denote
the m x n matrix with Ith column ai. i - I , . .. • n.
Since I. E Z "' : . ... rl bas dimension m, and (by the ,
weak brute force assumption) lies in the column span J
of A . A has full row rank.
M - maxlJ 1alJ l. and let e T - (I •. . . • l) E Z " ,
Let I) ""' db - mAle - (m + l)r. As in the previous proof. for any linearly independent set of m
co lum n vectors 'al,• .. .• at-I. we ca n express ' as
a linear co mbi natio n of th ese vectors in precisely one
way.
Sin ce b > 0, we must have , > r for sufficiently
large d. Thus (6, O ) ~ (tr, I) is legal and decomposable
into cycles, so that A must co ntain at least o ne feasible
basis for the system A x = b. The number of feasible
bases is finite; assume .for ease of notation that
la" ... • a",1 is a feasible basis with minimum total
cost dB-I G, where B - ta lt ... , a",) and d
(c', .. . • c"' ). Let X , "'" (B -II))/ E Q• . Let T, be
an arbitrary co nfiguratio n node o n cycle C ', t I. . .. , m. Then o ur turnpike trajectory can be

i..et

x > 0 integer
> min

(5)

0'"' 1·

Furthermore , if c· den otes th e minimum cost to
reach (9 , db) from (tr, 0), then c· ca nnot exceed th e
cost of the turnpike trajectory. Hen ce, by equation
(2 ), we must ha ve

subject to

TPCOST - c· ... (m + 1)4 + C

I

•

,-,:E cil xiJ + c.

Conseque ntly

o.

That is
(4)
Co mbining relations (3) and (4), we have

=
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reach (9', d b) fro m (If; 0 ), then c· cannot exceed the
cost of the turnpike trajectory. H ence, by Equation 6,
we must bave

constructed as
~

C' L><, J

(l', 0 ) ~ (T,• r ) _

(T.. r

-'=.. (T2 • 2r +

LxIJal)

-""
_

+ Lx . Ja l)

(7)

+ LxlJ a. + LX2 Ja2)

(T1 , 2r
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On the other hand, consider some trajectory
(If; 0) -4 (9, db) with mi ni mum cost c", Since the
trajectory (t1', 0) -4 (9'", d b)..5.. (If; d b + r) is a closed
walk on our W'-Graph, it can be decomposed into
cycles. Thus. setting '6" = d b + r, we have b - 1:j.1
aj Yj for some nonnegati....e int egers Yhi - I , . . . • n. It

follows that

•

c· + c, > min

L cJ Xj
,-,

subject to A x

=

'Ii

Ax =

li

x ... 0 in teger
•
~(9. db)

where

subject to

& .. d b - (m r

c:

+

~ LX;Ja
,-,

d b - m r - (...:

.. d b - m r

+

';0 0

J)

that is

i ajJj)
,-,

(8)

Combining relations (7) and (8), we have

(where £ • xjrnod 1. 0 o;;;Jj < t )

- c. + z· .. c· .... TPCOST " mc. + c + u·.

•

Consequen tly

L aJ!J -

db

+ (m +

l )r

+ mAle

f"'
c

,+

r,-,• (a,jj) + mMe.

r + 2mMe, and since
is a finite set, c. is
bounded above by a constant t that does not depend
on d or b. The total cost of this trajectory is
Co nsequently, r .. 0

1& E Z"':r ... 0 .. r

TPCOST -

me. +

.. me. +

'!li

+ 2mMei

.-,
•

~ c iLx/J

•

'!li

(m + I)c,. + C + u· - z*.

(9)

But u· and z* denote optimal objective function
values to linear programs with parameters (A, G, c)
and (A, b , c), respectively. By theorem (2.4) of
Mangasarian a nd Shiau ( 1987), there exist optimal
solutions x and i: to the above linear programs
satisfying

, I i - i l . '" k.lb -"1> 1_
where k.. is a constant depend ing only on A. Thus

+ c•

,-, ctxd + c.
~

TPCOSf - c·

(6)

Notice that by construction. :t:: = (x .. . . . , X,,)T is a
(basic feasible) optimal solution to the linear program

_ eT(i _ i )

" l el.l i - il_
",k.lcI . l b -"I> I.
_ k. 1c 1. 1d b - mMe - (m +

subject to A X=b, x~ O .
Furthermore. if c· denotes the minimum cost to

_ k.l c l.l mMe + (m + 2JrI.
which does not depend on dar b.

l )r - (d b + r )l .

(10)
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Consequently, by relati ons (9) and (10), we see that
the difference betwee n the cost of our turnpike trajectory and the minimum cost trajectory is bounded by
• co nsta nt which d oes not depend on d or b.
Remark. The theorem o f Mangasarian aDd Shiau is
stronger than we need The th eorem says that there
exist two solutio ns to the linear programs that are
close together, when it suffices to show that their
objective function values are close together. It would
be inte resting to see if this extra information could be
expl oited to yield stronger results.

(i.e.• cycles in the if- G ra ph). This idea can be extended
to the case where we are unable to prove that the
finiteness assumption is satisfied with our roles for
movement, Here, we can guess at a finite number of
natural-looking efficient ooafiguntionllo and determine efficient translati ons of these, as before.
When the W-Gr.tph is kn own and of manageable
size, we might attack the linear program

subject to A x - b.
3. IMPLEMENTATION IDEAS

The t-dimensionel turnpike trajectory problem is
equivalent to finding a cycle in the given i"-Graph
whose average speed (total progress/ total cost) is maximized. Of co urse, that could be determined by enumera ting all the cycles o f the graph, but th is wo uld
be inefficient. When every arc bas unit cost, then the
problem can be solved efficiently (time complexity:
0(1 V I IE I ) with verte x-set V and arc-set E ) by an
algOOthm given in Karp (197 8). When the arcs do
not have unit costs, the pr oblem can be solved
in
VIftEI)2) time by an algorithm given in
Megiddo (1979).
To awoach the m-dimensional problem (with nonunit costs) dirc:ctly througlllinear prqp-amming would
require an enumeration of aU ~ in the W~ph
l bis may be very difficul t. For in~ace. if our
i"..(}rapb contains a complete directed graph on n
vertices, then: are more than (n - I)! cycles (the
n u mber of traveling sal esma n to urs) . Furthermore,
its n umber of vert ices may be enormous (reca ll th at
the l-dimensional j umping problem withp pieces has
2 ,....1 connected conragurations). Does this mean that
there is no hope of finding a reasonable solution to
o ur problem? Not at all Opc:ntiollS rescarchen: ~
this son of problem, for example, when formulating
integer programs for crew scheduling of airlines. To
consider all possible assignments of subsets of crew
members to aU possible nights would be overwhelmiog. Thus. one approach is to restrict attention to a
manageable n u mber or reasonable looking assignments. On some versions. the current optimum can be
tested for true optimality, in such a wa y that a negative
o utcome also generates a new member of the numageable set; cf. the use of column generation. belcw.)
In a similar way, our roles for movement may suggest
certain natural translations of configurations. and we
might then restrict our attentio n to th ose translations

O«a

x ;;t 0

( II)

by rdO rmulati ng it as a minimum cost ciradanon

problem and solving
min

",
L ...,. JYj
,-,

subject to

Py ., b, By - 0 , y ;;t 0

( 12)

wh ere YJ is the amount of now on th e ith arc, from
the arc-set E, ""'1and p, ~ that are's respective cost

and progress, and B is th e node-arc incide nce matrix
o f the r -Graph.
The correspondence between these two linear programs can be made explicit by noting that every
circulation can be decomposed into cycles (with the
same overall cost) and. likewise, every decomposition
into cycles is a circu lation. Note that a basic optimal
solution to (12) uses at most rn + I VI arcs a nd th us
can be decom posed into m + I V I or fewer cycles in
0«"., + I V lf ) time. If this decomposition uses more
than m cycles (a nd if we cannot reduce this number
by inspection), we can then lind a basic optimal
solution of (II) directly, using only th ose columns
(representing cycles) obtained in our decomposition.
The minimum cost circulation problem shoukl be
most efficiently treatable by special " network with
side co nstraints" algorithms (e.g., Ch en and Saigal

19m.
Alternatively, we can employ a colum n gen6ario1l
scheme to solve (11) directly, as follows. If necessary,
hegin with an initial artificial basis consisting of m
cycles, each making one unit o f progress in a unit
direction at enormous cost. Using the colum ns of our
A matrix generated so far, solve th e linear program lO
optimality. Let x E R" and >.. E R'" be the primal and
dual solutions to ( I I), restricted to the generated eelum ns (Xi -. 0 if the ith column has not been generated). From duality theory, x is an optimal solution
to (II) if and only if c J - >.. T I J ... 0, i> I .• . n. This
can be determined directly on our i".(} raph by

Graphs, Maneuvers and Tumpikts /
8SSlgning the k th arc a weight of ' ')' t - '" TP... k ...
I . .. 1E I. and loakina for a cycle of negative weight.
If no suc h cycle exists, x solves ( 11). otherwise 11
negative cycle is generated, and its associated progress
column and (unadjust ed) cost is added to our set 0(
generated columns. The new LP is solved, and the
procedure is repeated . The negati ve cycle probl em ca n
be solved efficiently (0(1 VlUI)) by a mndified
shortest path algorithm (see Lawler 1976). Note that
when m < 3, as will be the case with most ma neu ...e ring
problem s. m x m matrix inversions can be computed
trivially, and a sim plex meth od can be programmed
easily without m uch wony about numerical issues.
We used the above procedure to solve the th reepiece, two-dimensional j u mping problem , restricted
to the connected co n figura tions, for all directions b.
The i"-Graph has 46 nodes and 288 arcs. Starting
from an artificial basis, ee column generation scheme
solved the problem very efficiently, generating only
ODe superfluo us col umn. Further algorithmic deve lopmen t and experime ntatio n are in progress.

4. RESEARCH DIRECTJOHS
We briefly mention some QUestions intended for
co ntinua tion of this research.
• Whe n is the finiteness assumption valid ? Are there
natural sufficient co nditions that im ply finiteness?
• Ho... cae we automate the construction of the '1/'.
Graph from natural descriptions o f its nodes (i.e.,
configurations) a nd arcs (i.e., legal moves)? Can this
construction be usefully interwoven with the solution algorith ms sketched in the preceding section?
• What henrens when ou r co n figurations must stay
withi n certain bo rders? H ere, the space homogeneity
assumption is viola too. bu t o nly at the borden. It
will be shown, in a subsequen t paper based on
Benjamin ( 1989), how a border-ignoring turnpike
trajectory can be systematically modified to accommodate this situation.
• The main theo rems ind icate that the tu rn pike sorutic n is almost as good as an optima l solution. When
can we pro ve the stronger clai m that there exists an
optimal solution with the turnpike property?
• Clearly, it would be interesting to see bow and how
much these results can be generalized to R- and
othe r environments, both continuous and discrete
(e.g., lattices other than Z "'). Initial results of this
type appear in Benj amin ( 1989).
We close by suggesti ng that the particular mathematical construct identified in this paper, that of
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" high- speed cycles.in a i"-Graph," sh ould prove geaeraUy valuable in the treatment ofthe optimal maneuvering problems described at the outset (It least for
slowly varying environments of movement). Tbe precediDJt resuJu provide encouraging Wtial evidence,
which we hope will be confirmed by the additional
investigations outli ned above.
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